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Introduction to Support Levels

Support Levels – “Price levels at which demand from buyers in the market becomes high

enough to prevent the price from falling any further”

In theory, the Bulls (buyers) look to use the lower price that the market is trading at as

good opportunities for them to go Long and the Bears (sellers) identify the lower price as

a point in the market to exit their Short positions and book profit.



Support Levels – Practical Application

Identifying Support Levels

• Support Levels can be taken from a single point. These are likely to be the result of volatile data moves

/comments/correlated moves in the past. These are also known as historical levels. Eg: Previous

Day/Week/Month Lows

• Extreme highs and lows should be noted, as well as highs and lows of waves within the market trend. If

the buyers have taken over in the market previously then it is worth noting.

• ‘Gaps’ in the market can also offer up as a level of support.

• IMPORTANT: When a resistance level breaks, it then can turn to support for an extension higher (See

next slide)

How to Trade them

• Generally Long entries at support are preferred

• Identify the trend of the market – Will the majority of the market also look to get Long?

• Time of the day an important factor to whether Support level will have a higher probability of holding



When Resistance Turns to Support



Errors in Analysis

Level is too weak. Has it already been broken through? The first test/retest of a support level will most often be

the strongest. If a previous support level has been broken and chopped through, will the market pay it as much

attention?

Fundamentals ignored or missed. Fundamentals will trump most technical levels – is there data approaching? Is

there a key speaker scheduled to speak shortly? Has there been a rumour that has just come out?

Counter trending against the direction of masses – intraday traders generally look to go with the direction of the

market as they ride on the larger volume moves. Think what the majority of the market wants to see happen.

Multiple tests. On a shorter time frame, if a support level has been tested multiple times it can be indicative that

the level will break. The more time you stamp on ice, the more likely you are to break it

Time frame. Ensure that you focus on relevant levels to current price. An historic low may be a strong level but if it

is too far away from where we are currently trading you should not pay too much attention to it. The close the

level to current price – the more relevant it is.



Introduction to Resistance Levels
Support Levels – “Price levels at which demand from sellers in the market becomes high enough to

prevent the price from rising any higher”

In theory, the Bears (sellers) look to use the higher price that the market is trading at as good

opportunities for them to go Short and the Bulls (buyers) identify the higher price as a point in the

market to exit their Long positions and book profit.



Resistance Levels - examples
T-Notes: 24th of July’s high was the same as the 21st of July’s high



Resistance Levels – practical application

Identifying resistance

• Resistance, just like support, can be taken from a single point. These are likely to be the result of extremely 

volatile data moves in the past. These are known as historical levels. Examples of these are all-time-highs.

• Extreme highs should be noted, as well as highs of “waves”. These are also known as intraday resistances.

• Gaps can highlight support also, known as historical supports.

• DO NOT FORGET: when resistance levels are broken, they become support for the extension move higher. 

How to trade them

• Generally short entries at resistance are preferred.

• Trading with volume you will see the strength of the resistance level.

• Trade the range

• Trade in the direction of the Trend



Introduction to trends

• “The art of technical analysis – for it is an art – is to identify trend changes at an
early stage and to maintain an investment position until the weight of the
evidence indicates that the trend has reversed.” Pring, 2002

• Technical Analysis is based on one basic principle – Trend

• The trend denotes the overall direction of the market at a given time frame

• A trend line is drawn by joining key highs or lows of a particular market
movement

• Trend lines should be defined by joining at least three peaks or troughs



Introduction to trend lines



Introduction to trend channels



Trend line example



Trends – practical application

Identifying trends

• Like support/resistance but at an angle

• Better for longer term use/entry point selection

• More of a guide than an absolute level

How to trade them

• Trade in the direction of the Trend - It is possible to take both sides of the trend 

but following it is more profitable in the long run.

• Use a mixture of analysis to enter and exit (we’ll talk about this more in the 

Managing Entries and Exits lecture)



Trends – practical application

Errors in analysis

• Level is too weak- The peak of a wave on a 5 minute chart is weaker than the peak
of a wave on a 60 minute or a 4 hour chart. Again, the longer the time-frame, the
stronger the level.

• Be aware of false breakouts/waiting too long for a perfect entry. Trend lines/
channels are more approximate than Support and Resistance.

• Fundamentals ignored or missed. Fundamentals will trump most technical levels
and can reverse trends altogether. Think of EURUSD this year, strong against the
dollar until QE rhetoric was ramped up.

• The Trend is your Friend….until the bend in the end. Generally traders should aim
for trend-following strategies. Counter trending entries should have tighter risk
management and be held for shorter lengths of time.



Conclusions

• Support and Resistance levels are prices in the market that have denoted a
reversal point in the past and therefore may do so again in the future.

• These are prices where the balance of power between the buyers and the sellers
reverses.

• A Support Line is a potential price at which a downtrend may reverse and the
market may bounce and begin moving higher.

• A Resistance Line is a potential price at which an uptrend may reverse and the
market may change direction and begin moving lower.

• The trend denotes the overall direction of the market at a given time frame.

• A trend channel is made up of two parallel trend lines.

• These levels and trends can be found on all time frame – Generally, the longer the
time frame being used the more significant the influence the technical level will
have on market movement.


